
A big part of being a successful graphic designer depends on how well you can visually speak to your audience, 
that’s why it’s so important to actually know who your audience is! Working with a client whose business you like and 
understand is a lot of fun, but on the other hand working for a client who you don’t like or can’t relate to can be a total 
nightmare...but don’t worry you can repel the bad clients and attract the good ones, you just need to know how to show 
your brand.

You know your brand better than anyone—your style, your vision, your goals, your likes and dislikes. But when it comes 
time to convey your brand qualities as a designer, you might find that words fail you. Unfortunately, while designers 
possess many talents, psychic ability isn’t usually one of them. So how can you accurately communicate your brand? 
You already did it: your mood board!

Your Mood board is a clue to what type of a designer you are. Look at what you liked when you thought about setting up 
your design studio- your weren’t thinking to hard when you selected images, colors, texture, type, patterns etc, you just 
did it by instinct. 

Start with color; look at what colors you selected and think about what they say about you as a designer; do you have 
a lot of yellow suggesting brightness and happiness or greens and browns that look grounded and Earthy, eye popping 
edgy colors or sophisticated blacks and grays? (Think back to when we studied Psychology of color, I listed some of the 
more popular colors below- this stuff is easy to Google if you need more info on a color).

Green – Lighter shades of green are used in brand color palettes to represent freshness, growth, cleanliness, eco-
friendliness. Meanwhile, the darker shade of green is used to symbolize cash, wealth, money, etc. 

Yellow – Yellow is an optimistic color which shows the positive nature of a brand. Hence, most brand palettes use yellow 
to show that they are welcoming.

Blue – Different shades of blue deliver different emotions. Darker shades of blue symbolize the trustworthy and secure 
nature of a brand. But, the lighter shades of blue in the brand color palette depicts the stability and openness of a brand.

Red – Red is usually associated with passion, excitement, and anger. Hence, it is used in brand palettes to build 
excitement in the consumers.

White – White has always been a symbol of peace. Brands with white in their color palette aim to demonstrate their pure 
and calming nature.

It’s time to select your color pallet, use your mood board as your guide. (This can be done digitally or traditionally)
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Base color

significantly 
represents your 
brand. The base 
color is the most 
crucial color as
 it will use up 60% 
of your brand color 
palette. Moreover,
 it will determine 
the accent and 
neutral colors.

Accent colors

Your accent color 
will have to blend 
well with the base 
color that you have 
picked. However, 
you will be using 
this color for only 
about 30% of the 
space.

Neutral color

The neutral color 
will take up only 
10% of the space. 
Although, white and 
grey are commonly 
chosen as neutral 
colors and used for 
the background.   



Identify your brand personality
Before you even think about picking a name for your design business, you’ll need to lay some groundwork, 
you need to have a clear understanding of your brand’s personality so you can try to communicate that 
personality. Start by identifying a 5 adjectives that describe your design personality.
Not sure...you have already collected images on your mood board to give you visual clues!

A big part of branding is target marketing- that is attracting the clients you want to attract. Think about 
your dream client, and then think about what that audience might want, for example, is your target 
audience edgy and looking for something cool and sophisticated, or are they traditional and looking for 
something trustworthy and stable? Those audiences would require two completely different design styles—
and, as a result, two completely different designers.

Who is your target demographic? Millennials or seniors? Married couples or singles? Urban, suburban, 
or rural residents? Male or female? Let’s say you’re business offers holistic therapy and your target 
demographic is women in their 40s and 50s. With them in mind, ask yourself what kind of imagery they 
might find appealing? What might capture their interest or grab their attention? Answer some questions 
about your perfect client to help you find your target market.  

Age: 
(in a span of 10 years like 20-30)
Style:

Job:

Income:

Fav. food:

Pet:

Car:

Taste in music:

Anything you want to add:
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